Leonardo Academy Work on Green Buildings/LEED®

Leonardo Academy has been deeply involved in the development of LEED® (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) since we joined the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) in 1997. Leonardo Academy has been particularly involved in the development of the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED® for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) rating system, which provides a framework for the ongoing maintenance and improvement of sustainable performance of buildings. Leonardo Academy provides the full range of LEED® support services. Leonardo Academy customizes its services to meet your organization’s specific needs and objectives.

2007 to Present

Leonardo Academy puts deep knowledge of LEED-EB to work for clients helping them implement LEED for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) and prepare certification applications. Leonardo Academy provides LEED® implementation and certification consulting services for all of the LEED® rating systems. Leonardo Academy continues to review many LEED for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) certification applications for the U.S. Green Building Council as its contractor.

2002 to 2007

Deliver the Green – A Fresh Look at LEED-EB and Facility Management. Leonardo Academy wrote this report for the International Facility Management Association Foundation.

Michael Arny, President of Leonardo Academy, was Chair of the LEED® for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) Committee of the U.S. Green Building Council® and member of the LEED Steering Committee.

Michael Arny, President of Leonardo Academy, delivered LEED® for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) whole day technical training as a contractor for the U.S. Green Building Council.

Leonardo Academy wrote the majority of the initial LEED® for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) whole day technical training and Reference Guide as a contractor for the U.S. Green Building Council.
Leonardo Academy managed the LEED® for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB) Pilot as a contractor for the U.S. Green Building Council.

2000

Michael Arny, President of Leonardo Academy, participates in first meeting on the development of LEED® for Existing Buildings.

1997

Leonardo Academy joins the U.S. Green Building Council.